 Abbreviations I use: NCC – National Council of 56 Clubs  JSYK – Just so you know! 
TVC – The Village Collector  VDL – Village D-Lights.  D56 – Department 56.
 Dates of note: March 15, Daylight Savings Time begins . . . March 17, St. Patrick’s
Day. . . March 15, The Ides of March . . . March 26, ‘Village Videos’ begin on TVC . . .
April 1, April Fool’s Day. . . April 22, Earth Day. . . April 25, World Penguin Day.
 Next scheduled Ms. Lit Town Dept. 56 Facebook Live: March 4, 4:00 to 4:30 CST

 ‘Knucklehead On A Mission’ – I thought they had a rather
cruel name for Santa. Now I know it’s the nickname of
the engine on Harley-Davidson motorcycles made in the
30’s and 40’s. This is Santa riding round the Pole wearing
the proper helmet, googles, leather jacket and boots. We
know it’s him by the red saddlebags. Harley-Davidson,
Dept. 56 North Pole, 2013. Found him at
https://www.fitzulas.com/shop/c/SBB-Dept56-Harley
I wasn’t even looking.

 If you remember my last column, I pondered placing ‘round buildings’ together. Francis answered my question; “Sure you can use those 2 round buildings together in a display;
just make sure the barn is downwind from the cottage.”
 The Barbie's are about 2 3/4 inches tall. I didn’t include the info in my description last
time. I’m thinking they would be about six feet tall in ’village height.’
 In my youth, we had handbell players who performed at church functions. Others have
recently told me they experienced same thing. Now, due to the ‘power of suggestion(s),’ I
may have to get the new Lemax handbell choir accessory myself.
 Just noticed ‘Sonia's Tree Farm;’ a 2021 intro from Lemax. I’ll bet ‘Lumberjill Sonia’ is
the coordinated accessory. Remember her? She is the outdoorsy, redheaded young lady
with an axe.
 Numbering the pages; you can check the bottom of the page to see if I remembered to
do it. This was a repeat ‘suggestion.’
 Very pretty fox in our yard today – twice! Sorry, no pics  NASA ‘Perseverance Rover’
safely landed on Mars today as well, Feb. 18, 3:55 p.m. I have no pictures of that either.
 ‘Since there is only one of me… Does that make me endangered or a limited edition?’
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 I realize I write/mention pizza often in my writing. It has been ‘part of my life’ for many
years. By the many comments I’ve been receiving, what I’ve really been doing is ‘talking
to my audience.’ There seems to be many ‘pizza people’ out there. Note: I also believe
the new North Pole ‘Pizza Makers,’ i.e.,‘One Santa Special Coming Up,’ will be a big seller
for D56.

 Thank you so very much. I received several emails, with multiple comments, on the last
JSYK. It was very obvious they each read the entire column; and had opinions on most of
it. Please know how much I appreciate your time and effort. Note: you will find several
references to those emails in this colum. I’ve saved most of the rest for future use, or as
reminders of what to do; or not to do. Thanks again!
 ‘Apparently I have an attitude. Who knew?’ 

 Linda likes the Oriental look. That makes
the ‘Streets Of Old Hong Kong’ products
something of interest. The ‘Wine Shop Façade’ (on left), is new one to us. I also found
the following facades: ‘Grain & Grocery
Store’ ‘The Bird Shop’ ‘Red Gate Terrace’
‘Moon Gate Row’ ‘Ship Street’ ‘Tailor Shop’
‘Police Station’ ‘Chinese Pharmacy and Herbal Tea Shop’ ‘Bird Shop’ ‘Chinese Terrace
House with Shoe Shop’ ‘Chinese Terrace
House with Tailor Shop’ ‘Herbal Medicine
Shop’ ‘Chung Tai Grocery’ ‘Salted Fish
Shophouse’ and ‘Chinese Tea House.’ $69 to
$179. We both really like facades as backgrounds, so several of these would be good.
They also have many Chinese people.
https://www.sagerssoldiers.com/

 I missed open houses; village displays, friends, conversation, food, beverages. . . this
season, not a one - I’m sad.
Connecting collectors to clubs, and clubs to each other for over 28
years. Find information about the National Council of 56 Clubs
at: http://www.ncc56.com/. The site includes contact information for
possible clubs in your area.” – Linda and I belong to the Village North
Collectors Club, Duluth MN/Superior WI.
 ‘Why is it so much easier to fall asleep on the couch unintentionally than to fall asleep in
bed intentionally?’
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 ‘Off Trail Adventurers’ 
 ‘Sun On The
Slopes’ 

 ‘Bunny Slope Beginners’ 

 ‘Ski Patrol’ 

 It looks like Lemax is working overtime to
force us (Linda and I) to make our ski area
larger. These are four of their new accessories for 2021. Actually, one is a ‘table accent.’
 Another snowmobile couple would be welcome to the party. Of course they would have
to stay off the ski hill itself.  Our bunny slope
does have room for two more beginners. 
And I’m pretty sure the ski patrol could use
another member; especially one with a
trained dog.  The deck would be a nice centerpiece for the skiers to relax. I can even see
a couple elves sitting on the railing.

 2021 Lemax introductions 
https://www.lemaxcollection.com/villages/new

 I really like this scene with
the open doors. It’s the front of
‘Talent Contest At Flanagan’s
Barn,’ a new for 2021, Lemax
piece. Sort of wish I could cut it
off (like I did here); and just
use this part in a display.
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 Artists with easels continue
to be an interest of mine. This
one is inside ‘Freda’s Fine Art.’
She might be a bit tough to
place in the park with our other
resident artists. Freda’s is new
from Lemax for 2021. Nice winter painting.

 This wonderful ‘Portrait
Painter,’ $99, and ‘The Sign
Painter,’ $67, would be good/
interesting additions to our
artists. Two problems; I’m still
not sure what the size 1/30
means, and the cost.
https://www.sagerssoldiers.co
m/streets-of-old-hong-kong/
But aren’t they nice looking;
and well done?

1/30
 In a former life, I had been accidently building (1) a small Coca-Cola collection.
You know; bottles, glasses, advertising stuff, small signs, etc. We ran out of storage
room; and had no place to show it; it went away. Sooo, I have been finding some
smaller pieces I just might have a place to display. Among the D56 North Pole accessories attracting me on Fitzula’s web site, were these three (below).

 ‘Coca-Cola Special
Delivery’  “The elves
of the Coca Cola bottling factory deliver
boxes of fresh bottles
to their fellow elves by
sleigh. - Sometimes
tired polar bear cubs
even hitch a ride.”

 ‘Have A Coke And A
Smile’  “Two elves
take a break from
making toys to share
a Coke and a Smile!”
Note: I always forget
there
are
female
elves.

 ‘The Pause That Refreshers’  “When it's time to
take a break from toymaking, the best way for a
hardworking elf to relax
and unwind is with an ice
cold bottle of Coca-Cola.”

 After completing this page, I discovered we already own two of the above. But they
are all so cute, I thought I’d use this anyway. We will soon order ‘The Pause That Refreshes.’ (1) Accidently building a collection: While at work, I almost always had a can
of Coca-Cola on my desk. Folks noticed it, and began bringing me cans/bottles from
places they traveled. At first I kept them on a small shelf in my office. Then I realized
it was attracting more, so I finally took them home. Both in my head, and the heads of
others, the damage was done; they kept bringing, I kept finding. Note: By this time
I’d already switched to drinking Tab and then Diet Coke. https://www.fitzulas.com/
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 “Attention!! We will be holding our annual picnic on March 28th.” I had to stop and reread this; picnic, March? ‘The Village Press,’ February 2021, a Publication by The Village
Landlords, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Florida, now it makes sense. Saw their newsletter on
the NCC web site.
 The Devil whispered to me “I’m coming for you.” I whispered back, “bring pizza!”
 We both like the big city backgrounds seen on the Canadian show, ‘Frankie
Drake Mysteries.’ She is Toronto’s only private detective in the 1920’s. Funny how
you even look at TV shows with a different eye when you do village displays, i.e.,
we both noticed/commented on the backgrounds. We watch the show on our local
PBS station; WDSE, Channel 8.
 Another recent TV show; this time ‘Father Brown,’ featured making display vignettes. In the episode titled ‘The Smallest of Things,’ the murderer made dioramas of crime scenes for law enforcement. ‘Detective’ priest Father Brown, solves
the crime. This is a BBC show on our local PBS station.

 Dept. 56 has introduced the ‘Lit Twin Towers Memorial.’ This was
requested by collectors
to recognize a somber
day in American history, September 11,
2001. It is part of the
American Pride Series.
‘Heartfelt Valor’ is the
accompanying accessory. The First Responders
Children's Foundation
will receive a portion of
the proceeds from the
sale of these items. Image is from the Dept. 56
Facebook page  ‘Heartfelt Valor’ 2.87
Hx2.6Wx3.27L  ‘TwinTowers’ 7.01H 

 February 20 was the 50th Wedding Anniversary of Mark & Melinda Seegers; Congratulations!! - I remember Mark and Melinda at One Village Place. Dept. 56 was hosting an
open house for area D56 collector clubs. I actually met Mark while assisting to bring hors
d'oeuvres to the hospitality area. I’ve been fortunate to visit with Melinda on several occasions; before and since. Note: Dept. 56 opened One Village Place HQ in Eden Prairie, MN in
1991; moved to their present facility in 2011.
 How about vignettes ‘celebrating’ award shows? Oscars, Emmys, CMA, Golden Globes,
Grammys, etc. - Just a thought.
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 The Village Collector  As of February 22, 2021, 116,022 unique visitors since May 20,
2017 – Includes 164 countries, all 50 States, and 11 Canadian provinces. You will find featured words and images from
Larry Treadwell, Jim Peters and Bill
Channell. ‘Just so you know!,’
past and present, is also available.
Bill says ‘Village Videos’ are his
favorite pages on the site. He has
provided many other choices; you can take a look and make your own choice. Below - I’ve
always thought the ‘map counters’ were neat looking. This is a recent one from TVC. I
know I’m one of the 6,798 U.S. visitors. If you know a villager from Nunavut or NewFoundland/Labrador, Canada, please have them check. It would make Bill happy.



 Britain’s Circus ‘Juggler On Stilts’ 

 At my age: “With no TV until the 50's, you spent your childhood "playing outside."

 Dept. 56 North Pole
‘Luna’s
Luminaries,’
2020. Not too big,
good colors, looks like
all the luminaries are
lit (roof and window
sills). Maybe it’s a
place we could use to
sell
all
the
D56
‘Christmas
Luminaries,’ Halloween Luminaries,’ and ‘Spooky
Sidewalk Luminaries.’
Their colors are all different; that could be
good or bad.
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 Why do several of the online stores (or stores with web sites) not include the ‘village’
in the Dept. 56 list on their sites? They show the D56 piece (building/accessory), but don’t
include which village they are part of. Sometimes I already know, other times I really don’t.
This doesn’t make sense; or is it only a problem for me?
 ‘Time and friends are two things that become more valuable, the older you get.’ – The
Journey Home

 When Tricia and Howard
McConahay wanted to add
themselves to their New England Village display, they went
to 3D Keepsakes in Camp Hill,
PA. One of these images is
them; the other three inches
tall. The 3D imaging begins
with 100 pictures, taken from
all sides, in a round booth. The
cost was about $160. For info
call 717-421-9488 or go to
www.3dkeepsakes.biz.
‘Department 56 Villagers of Central PA’ newsletter images.

 ‘Show your village to the world’ by Jim Peters. The headline of his new column is ‘Leading
Lines;’ a way to create a better composition in your photos. www.thevillageconnector.com
 I am planning to email Leigh Gieringer; but I still don’t have her email address.

 The ‘Toy Carver’s Shop’ is among the accessories we have storage. It’s not very large; and
looks nice. Working outside the open door of his
small shop, he is adding to the selection of his
work decorating the area. Rather nicely done;
especially the guy (I like his cap). St. Nicholas
Square purchased at Kohl’s in 2001; $11.99.
Note: Linda retrieved this one from downstairs
after reading about the Dept. 56 Woodworker in
my last column.

 Is it time to start looking for the Winter Issue of Village D-Lights? No wait; it will now be
the new name, Quarter 1 Issue. OK, is it time to begin looking for the Quarter 1 Issue? 
This should be the end of my current VDL subscription; should I be receiving a notice?
 Dept. 56 2021 Village Brochure is available from Dept. 56 and most dealers. 146 pages,
$5.00. We haven’t purchased ours yet either .
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 “Sharing the love and excitement of the season!” theme of the #nccjanfebvignette
contest.
Cheral
Crossland is the winner
with her vision of 2021
“Yardi Gras.” New Orleans
residents decorated homes,
instead of the usual floats,
for the annual Mardi Gras.
She is a member of the ‘Oklahoma Village Collectors
Club.’ The prize will be provided by Melinda Seegers
(Ms. Lit Town) from Dept.
56. Image is from the NCC
Club Connection.
 Sound for village displays; always felt it was a nice addition. Love the D56 ‘Village
Sounds’ for a Dickens’ display. It ‘fits’ in other areas too, but not as well. Christmas music
is appropriate everywhere/anywhere. Note: Sometimes music can be ‘too much;’ notably
during an ‘open house.’  The D56 ‘Concealed Village MP3 Speakers’ are a possibility; but
they do require a player and aren’t wireless.  I understand motion detectors can be used
with CD plays to control music/sounds. We use them to turn an accessory or two on and
off; also sometimes building lights.
 National Council of 56 Clubs will soon discuss a virtual Mini-Gathering to be possibly
held in late March or April. They are looking for input. Check the NCC Facebook page, and
web site, for details as they become known.  The Village Collector has announced the First
Ever “World Wide Virtual Village Gathering.” It will take place from Monday, November
14, 2022 through Cyber Monday, November 28, 2022. Check TVC for available details.
 OK, is the 3rd time the charm? How about doing it in red? Please confirm receipt of
this issue of JSYK. I'm double checking my new Juno email address list and need
your assistance. Just hit ‘Reply’ to send me a quick note.  If you responded to my
request in the previous two issues of JSYK, you are one of the 20% - thank you! You do not
need to respond this time. However, you certainly may write if you would wish.

Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome. You
can contact me at: spears.duluth@juno.com, 105 E. Toledo St.,
Duluth, MN 55811 or (218) 724-6148.

 Comments from readers: “Confirming receipt of another wonderful edition of JSYK!” 
“Many thanks. Please keep on writing!”  “I'm delighted, as usual. Thank you for your hard
work!”  “Love reading your prose and humor.”  “columns 'newsy”  “Enjoyed the comments – thanks”  " feedback from a fan."  My thanks to each of you.
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